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ABSTRACT.We show how belief revision can be treated systematically inthe format of dynamic-
epistemic logic, when operators of conditional belief are added. The core engine consists of
definable update rules for changing plausibility relationsbetween worlds, which have been
proposed independently in the dynamic-epistemic literature on preference change. Our analysis
yields two new types of modal result. First, we obtain complete logics for concrete mechanisms
of belief revision, based on compositional reduction axioms. Next, we show how various ab-
stract postulates for belief revision can be analyzed by standard modal frame correspondences
for model-changing operations.
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1. Information Update and Belief Revision

Belief revision theory inAGM style ([GAR 87], [GAR 95]) and dynamic-epistemic
logic of information change (DEL; [BAL 98], [BEN 05b]) are two major manifesta-
tions of the ‘Dynamic Turn’ in logic, making a wide range of informational processes
an explicit part of logical systems. There is an obvious issue of comparison between
the two paradigms - and the aim of this paper is to provide a joint perspective.

But there are obstacles to such a merge. First,AGM analyzes belief change with-
out committing to any fixed mechanism, providing just abstract postulates on the pro-
cess. By contrast,DEL deals with concrete update procedures that change models,
and finds complete logics encoding their particular properties. Also,AGM deals with
single agents and factual information only, whileDEL is about interaction between
many agents, and it typically includes higher-order information about what others
know, believe, or what not. And finally,DEL explicitly analyzes the ‘triggers’ for
information change, from simple announcements of facts to complex information-
carrying events. By contrast,AGM and its follow-up logics do not explicitly analyze
the events that produce belief changes, focusing instead onthree particular operations
+A (update), ∗A (revision), −A (contraction) whose completeness as a repertoire of
epistemic actions is left open.
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2 JANCL – 14/2004. Belief revision and dynamic logic

Despite these prima facie differences, the two styles of logical dynamics, informa-
tion update and belief revision, can interact and even be integrated - by exploiting the
generic character of theDEL methodology. To make this point, I will mainly look
at two very simple triggers that change agents’ informationand beliefs, viz. ‘hard
facts’ and ‘soft facts’. Before introducing these, however, first consider the following
intuitive distinction in the usual models for epistemic anddoxastic languages.

Some propositions may be calledknowledgein the sense that an agent considers
them well-established truths. Other propositions represent more volatilebeliefsthat
can change as new information comes in. One need not view thisin heavy philosoph-
ical terms. Rather think of simple scenarios like this. The cards have been dealt. I
know that there are 52 of them, and I know their colors. But I have only ephemeral be-
liefs about who holds which card, or about how the other agents will play. Of course,
I could even be wrong about the cards (perhaps someone replaced the King of Hearts
by Bill Clinton’s visiting card), but this worry seems morbid, and not very useful in
understanding normal information flow. Corresponding to this distinction, different
events can trigger changes in my models. An incoming public announcement!P of
a factP is a case ofhard information, which changes what I know. If I see that the
Ace of Spades is played on the table, I come to know that no one holds it any more.
This is the sort of trigger that drives current logics of information update and knowl-
edge change - as explained in Section 2 below, which outlinesthe basics ofDEL. In
addition, of course, hard information may also change current beliefs - and Section 3
provides a complete logical system for this.

But next, there is alsosoft information, which affects my beliefs without affect-
ing my knowledge about the cards. I see you smile. This makes it more likely that
you hold a trump card, but it does not rule out that you have notgot one. Section
4 is about such soft informational actions *P and the resulting belief changes for
agents. These effects are produced by changing the ‘plausibility relations’ between
worlds in the relevant static models, which support standard operators of absolute and
conditional belief. Again we provide complete dynamic logics, this time for several
revision policies. Taken together, these results show thatparticular belief revision
policies can be axiomatized completely in theDEL style. Section 5 then reverses the
perspective from ‘below’ to ‘above’. We look at abstract postulates for belief revi-
sion, and show how these can be analyzed by the standard technique of ‘modal frame
correspondences’, constraining possible model-changingoperations. In particular, we
show howDEL itself gives rise to such correspondence analysis, providing a new
look at what its axioms say precisely about models and agents. Many further issues
arise once these links have been established. In particular, there are also more com-
plex events involving mixtures of hard and soft information, but to do justice to these,
we need to get into the fine-structure of event models andDEL-style update. Section
6 provides an outline, while also discussing several further issues. Finally, Section 7
states our conclusions and concerns.
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2. Dynamic Logic of Public Announcements

2.1. Standard epistemic logic

The syntax of epistemic logic has a classical propositionalbase with modal oper-
atorsKiϕ (‘ i knows thatϕ’) andCGϕ (‘ϕ is common knowledge in groupG’):

p | ¬ϕ | ϕ ∨ ψ | Kiϕ | CGϕ.

We write〈i〉ϕ for the dual modalityKiϕ: ‘agenti considersϕ possible’. The dual of
CGϕ is written〈CG〉ϕ. ModelsM for the language are triples(W, {∼i| i ∈ G}, V ),
whereW is a set of worlds, the∼i are binary accessibility relations between worlds,
andV is a propositional valuation. One often takes these relations to be equivalence
relations, though this is optional here. The epistemic truth conditions are as follows:

M, s |= Kiϕ iff for all t with s ∼i t : M, t |= ϕ;

M, s |= CGϕ iff for all t that are reachable froms by some finite sequence of∼i

steps (i ∈ G): M, t |= ϕ.

For complete epistemic logics over various model classes, see the standard literature
(cf. [FAG 95]).

2.2. Public announcement as world elimination

Public announcements of true propositionsP change the current model as follows:

For any modelM, world s, and formulaP true ats, (M|P, s) (M
relativized toP at s) is the submodel ofM whose domain is the set
{t ∈ M | M, t |= P}.

As shown in Figure 1, one goes fromM toM|P .

s to  sFrom

P         not P

Figure 1.

Crucially, truth values of formulas may change in such an update step: most no-
tably, because agents who did not know thatP now do after the announcement. This
truth value change can be quite subtle over time. Therefore,it is useful to keep track
of it systematically in a suitable logical formalism. The language ofpublic announce-
ment logic PALis the epistemic language with added action expressions:
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Formulas P : p | ¬ϕ | ϕ ∨ ψ | Kiϕ | CGϕ | [A]ϕ

Action expressions A: !P

The semantic clause for the dynamic action modality is as follows:

M, s |= [!P ]ϕ iff if M, s |= P , thenM |P, s |= ϕ.

Here is the complete logical calculus of information flow under public announce-
ment (cf. [GER 99], [PLA 89]):

THEOREM 1. — PAL without common knowledge is axiomatized completely by the
usual laws of epistemic logic plus the following reduction axioms:

[!P ]q ↔ (P → q) for atomic facts q

[!P ]¬ϕ↔ (P→ ¬[!P ]ϕ)

[!P ](ϕ ∧ ψ) ↔ ([!P ]ϕ ∧ [!P ]ψ)

[!P ]Kiϕ↔ (P → Ki[!P ]ϕ)

EXAMPLE 2 (SOUNDNESS OF REDUCTION AXIOMS). — We do the crucial final
case of knowledge after announcement. This compares two models: (M, s) and
(M|P, s) before and after the update. It helps to draw pictures relating these to un-
derstand the following proof. The formula[!P ]Kiϕ says that, inM|P , all worlds
∼i-accessible froms satisfyϕ. The corresponding worlds inM are those worlds
which are∼i-accessible froms and which satisfyP . Moreover, given that truth val-
ues of formulas may change in an update step, the correct description of these worlds
in M is not that that they satisfyϕ (which they do inM|P ), but rather[!P ]ϕ: they
becomeϕ after the update. Finally,!P is a partial operation, asP has to be true for its
public announcement. Thus, we need to make our assertion on the right conditional
on !P being executable, i.e.,P being true. Putting all this together,[!P ]Kiϕ says the
same asP → Ki(P → [!P ]ϕ). But given the effect of the operator[!P ] for a partial
operation, we can simplify this final formula to the equivalentP → Ki[!P ]ϕ. 2

This type of argument is at the same time a heuristic analysisof a reductive situa-
tion, and it explains all further reduction axioms that we will find in what follows.1

These elegant axioms analyze reasoning about effects of getting hard information,
through observation, communication, or other reliable means. There are two major
features to this approach. First, the analysis iscompositional, breaking down the
‘postconditions’ behind the dynamic modalities[!P ] recursively. Next, the dynamic
‘reduction axioms’ take every formula of our dynamic-epistemic language eventually

1. PAL was designed to reason about what people tell each other, andit is quite successful in
that. Yet it has no explicit axioms relating different agents. The ‘social’ character only shows
in its syntax of complex formulas with iterations. It is highlighted much more by new notions
of group knowledge: cf. the discussion of common knowledge later on.
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to an equivalent formula inside the static pure epistemic language. In terms of models,
this means that the current static model already contains all information about what
might happen when agents communicate what they know. This feature places a con-
straint on the static base language: it has to be rich enough to allow for pre-encoding
- just as, e.g., conditionals pre-encode tendencies towardfuture actions of belief re-
vision. Phrased in a slogan: ‘The epistemic/doxastic present already contains the
epistemic future’. In terms of the logic, the reduction procedure means thatPAL is
decidable, since this is true for its static epistemic base language. There is much more
toPAL, including a bisimulation-based model theory, and issues of expressive power
and computational complexity. Some of this will be relevantbelow. Cf. [BEN 06b]
for a survey of open problems.

2.3. The DEL methodology

Theorem 1 demonstrates the generalDELmethodology in a nut-shell, as it can be
used, in principle, to ‘dynamify’ any given logical system.First, one chooses a static
language and matching models that represent information states for groups of agents.
Next one analyzes the relevant information-carrying events as updates changing these
models. These events are then described explicitly in a dynamic extension of the
language, which can also state the effects of events in termsof propositions that hold
after their occurrence. This adds a dynamic superstructureover a more traditional
substructure. The resulting logics have a two-tier set-up:

static base logic——dynamic extension

At the static level, one gets a complete axiom system for whatever models one has
chosen. But on top of that, there is a set of dynamicreduction axiomsfor effects of
events. In cases where this works, every formula is equivalent to a static one - and
hence, if the static base logic is decidable, so is its dynamic extension.2

In principle, this design of dynamic epistemic logics is modular, and independent
from any specific properties of the static models and their language. In particular,
the reduction axioms forPAL do not depend on any assumption about epistemic
accessibility relations. Hence Theorem 1 holds just as wellif the underlying models
are arbitrary, validating the minimal logicK, serving as some minimal logic ofbelief .
Indeed, this is how some core texts onDEL set up their logic systems from the start -
cf. Section 2.5 for further details. Thus, in what follows, we shall concentrate mostly
on the dynamic superstructure.

Nevertheless, some interplay between static and dynamic structure does occur.

EXAMPLE 3. — Preserving frame conditions
Suppose we impose relational conditions on base models, like epistemic accessibilities

2. This reduction does not settle computational complexity:translation via the axioms may
increase formula length exponentially. But in fact (cf. [LUT 06]), for PAL, the complexity of
satisfiability remains that of epistemic logic, viz. Pspace-complete.
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being equivalence relations. This gives a matching constraint on the update mecha-
nism: it shouldpreserve these frame conditions. For equivalence relations, and other
conditions defined by universal first-order formulas, this is guaranteed by passing to
submodels as above. The more general ‘product update’ of Section 6, however, out-
puts submodels of direct products of given models. In that case, the only first-order
frame conditions that are guaranteed to be preserved are those definable asuniversal
Horn sentences. Reflexivity, symmetry, and transitivity are indeed of the latter spe-
cial form, but a non-Horn universal frame condition likelinearity of an accessibility
ordering is not, and may be lost. [KOO 05] has some further technical investigation.

2

EXAMPLE 4. — Enriching the base language to obtain reduction axioms
Suppose that we add a new epistemic operator to our base language, say common
knowledge. In this case, it turns out that there is no reduction axiom for formulas
[!P ]CGϕ. To get one, we need to enrich the standard language of epistemic logic with
a new notion ofconditional common knowledge

CG(P, ϕ),

stating thatϕ is true in all worlds reachable via some finite path of accessibilities
running entirely through worlds satisfyingP . PlainCGϕ is a special case of this, viz.
CG(True, ϕ). Once we have this new operator, we can formulate the following valid
reduction axiom for common knowledge inPAL:

[!P ]CGϕ↔ CG(P, [!P ]ϕ)

Note the role of the[P !]ϕ in the consequent here. On the left, we are looking
at worlds which satisfy the formulaϕ in M|P , after the update for!P . But these
correspond to worlds satisfying the ‘look-ahead formula’[!P ]ϕ in the original model
M. Conditional common knowledge is not definable in the basic epistemic language
- but it is bisimulation-invariant, and existing completeness proofs are easily adapted.
On this extended base, we have a valid general reduction axiom extendingPAL. Note
that we have a richer base language now, so we must have reduction axioms that work
for the new stronger form of common knowledge, not justCGϕ. The next axiom
shows that the hierarchy stops here ([BEN 05b]): 2

THEOREM 5. — PAL with conditional common knowledge is axiomatized com-
pletely by adding the reduction law[!P ]CG(ϕ, ψ) ↔ CG(P ∧ [!P ]ϕ, [!P ]ψ).

Conditional common knowledgeCG(P, ϕ) is again a way ofpre-encoding, in the
current model, common knowledge that would obtain after thefactP is learnt.

2.4. Some semantic core facts aboutPAL

We now briefly review a few semantic peculiarities ofPAL, which are essential
to understanding later dynamic logics in the same mold.

Changes in truth value and persistenceTypically, incoming information does not
change atomic facts, but it does change knowledge or ignorance of agents. The result-
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ing truth value changes in assertion of the formKiϕ or CGϕ can be subtle, and the
point of the dynamic-epistemic language is precisely to keep track of these. Some true
statements even have the perverse feature of becoming falseupon their announcement.
An example is the Moore-type assertion:

Kip ∧ p ‘you don’t know it, butp’

Upon its announcement, the factp becomes common knowledge, thus falsifying
the first conjunct. But other assertions have the property that, when truly announced,
they do become common knowledge. This holds, e.g., for all formulas of the form

(¬)p, (¬)q, ... | ϕ ∧ ψ | ϕ ∨ ψ | Kiϕ | CGϕ

In particular,PAL has an obvious sublogic where one only announces factual
assertions without any epistemic operators. In that case, every announcement!P pro-
duces common knowledge ofP , and the reduction process gets much simpler.

Conditionals as dynamic modalities The reduction axiom

[!P ]Kiϕ↔ P → Ki[!P ]ϕ

is actually equivalent to another form, as we saw in our Soundness argument:

[!P ]Kiϕ→ P → Ki(P → [!P ]ϕ)

The antecedentP on the right just states the precondition for a true announcement of
P . The rest of the axiom then says that the following two perspectives are equivalent:

(a) knowing thatϕ once we have added the information thatP ,
(b) knowing the conditional thatP implies ‘ϕ’, where again,
[!P ]ϕ describesϕ’s truth after the update.

Here, and later on, the distinction betweenϕ and[!P ]ϕ is negligible as long asϕ
is a non-epistemic factual statement. In that case, axioms reduce to simpler versions.3

The idea that a conditionalA ⇒ B resembles a dynamic modality[!A]B is old
folklore. In thePAL setting, two obvious principles then come straight from the
minimal modal axioms:

FACT 6. — The following laws are valid for the dynamic announcement conditional:

(a) Conjunction of Consequents(A⇒ B,A⇒ C imply A⇒ B ∧ C)
(b) Upward Monotonicity in the Consequent(A⇒B impliesA⇒B∨C).

But counter-examples exist with concrete dynamic update models for

(c) Reflexivity, Downward Monotonicity in Antecedents, Disjunction of
Antecedents, Cautious Transitivity, and Cautious Monotonicity.

3. There is an analogy here with the ‘Ramsey Test’ for conditionals in terms of belief revision.
But, our axioms rather ask to which extent a conditional assertion in the changed model can still
be defined in terms of some related conditional true in the original model.
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Even so, there are also some new conditional validities in the system, witness the
non-standard but intriguing conditional law(A ⇒ (B ⇒ C)) ↔ ((A ⇒ B) ⇒
C) which would correspond to the iteration principle in the following subsection.
As mentioned before, with just non-epistemic antecedents and consequents, update
changes no truth values, and the conditional is an ordinary modal implication. We
leave the complete logic of these dynamic update conditionals as an open question.4

Iteration Assertions can be iterated to form longer conversations, games, etcetera.
The language ofPAL describes this by stacking modal operators, as in

[!A][!B]ϕ

But the logic has an interesting valid principle saying thatthe effect of two con-
secutive assertions can also be achieved by making just one:

FACT 7. — [!A][!B]ϕ↔ [!(A ∧ [A!]B)]ϕ is a valid principle ofPAL.

Indeed, this principle isschematically valid, in that each of its substitution in-
stances is also a validity. Schematic validity is not a feature of all PAL-axioms,
however, witness the earlier reduction axiom for atomic propositions

[!P ]q ↔ P → q

which definitely does not work when we replaceq by an arbitrary epistemic formula.
But the reduction axioms for the logical operations are schematically valid. It is not
known if the schematic validities ofPAL are axiomatizable, let alone decidable.

The natural next step in studying iteration would be to allowcomplex instructions
for conversation, using three well-known operations on computer programs:

(a) sequential composition ;

(b) guarded choice IF ... THEN... ELSE....

(c) guarded iterations WHILE... DO...

We crucially say things in a certain order, what we say may depend on circum-
stances, and we may have to keep repeating assertions until some intended effect
obtains, as in flattery or threats. This richer language of conversation has a simple
syntax and semantics, resembling that of propositional dynamic logicPDL - and it
is still like PAL in crucial ways. E.g., its formulas are all invariant for epistemic
bisimulation. But there is a surprise in terms of the complexity of validity ([MIL 05]):

THEOREM 8. — PAL with all PDL program operations added to the action part of
the language is undecidable, and even non-axiomatizable.

4. With the full language ofPAL again, [BEN 03] provides a complete description of the
abstract structural rules that are valid for dynamic inference.
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2.5. From knowledge to belief

We have described the logic of public announcement in terms of knowledge. While
this is convenient for some examples, it also has a disadvantage, as it may suggest that
the approach is peculiar to knowledge. This is not so at all. Everything we have said
aboutPAL works just as well when we read theKiϕ as operators ofbelief:

[!P ]Biϕ↔ P → Bi[!P ]ϕ

Indeed, for most applications of the framework, as we have noted before, the best
reading of the relevant epistemic operator may be somethinglike this:

“to the best of my information ..."

In this case, we simply drop the requirement that accessibility for agents should be
an equivalence relation. For instance, the following generalized model shows how a
factp can be true while the agent believes mistakenly that¬p:

p not p

Figure 2.

With this view of doxastic modalities, the whole machinery of DELworks exactly
as before. In the next Section, we analyze the belief versiona bit more in detail, adding
some fine-structure. Later on, we will also look at update systems where we have
two modal operators: one stricter for knowledge, one more easy to satisfy for belief.
This set-up does not seem to add deep new issues (though compare the discussion in
[DIT 05]), but it is a great convenience in practice.

We have discussed the simple dynamic-epistemic logic of public announcements
in great detail. This is not so much for its intrinsic importance, but as an illustration
of our general methodology, and the logical issues that it raises. In Section 6, we
will take a brief look at more complexDEL-style systems with arbitrary informa-
tional events and the more complex mechanism of ‘product update’ (cf. [BAL 98],
[DIT 06], [BEN 05b]). But the simple background of public announcement suffices
for our main goal in this paper: the intended extensions to belief revision, which we
will now develop at much greater speed.

3. Belief Change under Hard Information

3.1. A problem with eliminative belief revision

Redraw the preceding belief model, now with knowledge and belief combined. In
the actual worldx, p is the case, and I do not know ifp, but I believe that¬p:
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p, x                        y, not p

Figure 3.

Now here is a problem with eliminative update:PAL as it stands does not do true
belief revision. A ‘hard announcement’!p of the real situation would turn this initial
situation into the one-world model{x} with anempty doxastic accessibility relation
- where I believe thatp, but evenB⊥ . . . But that is not what we want: I should just
come to (know and) believe thatp! Here is a solution.

3.2. World comparison and conditional belief

Models A richer view of belief follows the intuition that we believethose things that
hold in the ‘best’ or ‘most relevant’ worlds epistemically accessible to us. I believe
that this train will take me home on time, even though I do not knowstricto sensuthat
it will not suddenly fly away from the tracks as in “Back to the Future, Part III". But
the worlds where it stays on track are more plausible than those where it flies, and
among the latter, those where it arrives on time are more plausible than those where it
does not. Static models for this situation are of the form

M = (W, {6i,s}i∈I , V )

where the6i,s are ternary comparison relations for agents, read as follows,

6i,s xy: in world s, agenti considersx at least as plausible asy

Models like this have been proposed by many authors, starting with the work
of Lewis in conditional logic, all the way to the ‘graded models’ of [SPO 88], and
[SHO 88] on generalized preference relations in AI. One can impose several mathe-
matical conditions on the relationsλxy. 6i,s xy, depending on their intuitive read-
ing. The minimum found with [BUR 84], and [VEL 85] isreflexivityandtransitivity.
[LEW 73] also imposesconnectedness: worlds either precede each other, or they have
the same predecessors and successors. The latter conditionyields the well-known ge-
ometrical systems of ‘nested spheres’. As before with epistemic models, our dynamic
analysis works largely independently from such formal design decisions, important
though they may be when fine-tuning to specific applications.

Languages and logics One can interpret many new logical operators in this com-
parative order structure. In what follows, we choose the intuitive ‘minimality’ formu-
lations, even though these must (and can) be modified somewhat in models allowing
infinite descent in the ordering. First of all, there is plainbelief:

M, s |= Biϕ iff M, t |= ϕ for all worldst which are minimal
for the orderingλxy. ≤i,s xy.
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But the more general notion is that of aconditional belief:

M, s |= Bi(ϕ|ψ) iff M, t |= ϕ for all worldst which are minimal
for λxy. ≤i,s xy in the set{u | M, u |= ψ}.

Conditional beliefspre-encodebeliefs that we would haveif we learnt certain
things. The formal analogy with conditionals is this. A conditionalC ⇒ D says that
D is true in the minimal worlds whereC is true (as measured by some comparison or-
der on worlds). This is exactly the aboveBi(D|C). Indeed, on the reflexive transitive
models for the conditional language,Bi(ϕ|ψ) satisfies just the axioms of the minimal
conditional logic listed in the note below.5

REMARK 9. — Pre-encoding once more
This is a good moment to take the technical side of ‘pre-encoding’ a bit further. A
conditional beliefBi(ϕ|ψ) does not quite tell us what we would believe if we learnt
the antecedent. For, the action of learning the antecedentψ changes the current model
M, and hence the truth value of the consequentϕ might change. The reason is that
the modalities occurring inϕ may range over different worlds in the modelsM and
M|ψ. This is a well-known phenomenon in many areas of logic. E.g., the relativized
quantifier in “All mothers have daughters" does not say that,if we relativize to the
subset of mothers, all of them have daughters who are mothersthemselves.6

2

REMARK 10. — Richer modal languages
Next, one can also interpret richer modal languages on thesemodels. E.g., the idea of
a ‘best’ world really induces abinary relation ‘besti’ between worldss andt:

t is minimal inλxy. ≤i,s xy

One could introduce a modality for this in the style of propositional dynamic logic
(in conditional logic, this is like having a world dependent‘selection function’), and
the above belief modalityBiϕ would then be read as follows:

[besti]Biϕ

Even more powerful modal preference languages are under development today.7
2

5. (a)A ⇒ A, (b) A ⇒ B impliesA ⇒ B∨C, (c) A ⇒ B, A ⇒ C imply A ⇒ B ∧ C, (d)
A ⇒ B, C ⇒ B imply (A∨C) ⇒ B, (e)A ⇒ B, A ⇒ C imply (A∧B) ⇒ C.
6. Standard modal languages can talk about a definable submodel {s in M|M, s |= P} by
means of syntactic relativization, replacing modalities〈〉, � by 〈〉(P ∧ ..., �(P → ..., respec-
tively. But this trick does not always work. E.g., the above unary belief modality defined as
truth in all best worlds cannot be relativized using any suchsimple trick (to prove this impos-
sibility requires some delicate model-theoretic reasoning). In such a setting, one really has to
introduce an explicit new operator of conditional belief tohelp with this purpose.
7. One can be more radical than these still rather traditionalapproaches. The ‘parametrized’
binary ordering in our models supports a two-dimensional formatM, s, x |= 〈pref〉iϕ iff for
somey ≤i,s x : M, y |= ϕ. [BOU 94], [BEN 06e], [BEN 06d], [BEN 06c] show how the
resulting modal preference languages extend conditional logic and make its properties much
more perspicuous. They also add the right expressive power needed to deal with more complex
uses of preference relations, like those found in theories of action and games.
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3.3. Dynamic logic of belief change under hard information

Now we are in a position to present our first new dynamic logic of belief revision.
It arises from putting together the earlier logicPAL with static models for conditional
belief. Our first language in this setting again takes publicannouncements!P of true
propositionsP . It is a simple exercise to check one immediate reduction axiom:

FACT 11. — The following formula is valid in our semantics for beliefs that are
acquired after some hard fact has been announced:

[!P ]Biϕ↔ (P → Bi([!P ]ϕ|P ))

This is much like thePAL reduction law for knowledge under public announce-
ment. This is correct, as the formal structure of the recursion is the same in both cases.
Again, to keep the complete dynamic language in harmony, we also need a reduction
axiom for conditional beliefs which stays inside the language as we have it now:

THEOREM 12. — The logic of conditional belief under public announcementsis
axiomatized completely by

(a) any complete static logic for the model class chosen,

(b) thePAL reduction axioms for atomic facts and Boolean operations,

(c) the following reduction axiom for conditional beliefs:

[!P ]Bi(ϕ|ψ) ↔ P → Bi([!P ]ϕ|P ∧ [!P ]ψ)

PROOF 13. — This result is obvious, once we see the soundness of the new axiom.
On the left hand side, it says that in a model(M|P, s), ϕ is true in the bestψ-worlds.
With the usual precondition for the announcement, on the right-hand side, it says that
in (M, s), the best worlds that areP now and will becomeψ after announcing thatP ,
will also becomeϕ after announcingP . This is indeed equivalent. ■

3.4. Combining knowledge and belief

It is easy to combine the preceding systems. We take epistemic models as before
for theKi-operators, and think of the plausibility orders≤i for absolute or conditional
beliefsBiϕ,Bi(ϕ|ψ) as ordering epistemic equivalence classes of∼i for each agent
i. The extended dynamic language with announcements!P will then record how both
knowledge and belief of agents change as hard facts come in.

4. Belief change under soft information

4.1. Revision as relation change

Even in the above version with conditional beliefs, systemsof public announce-
ment do not perform genuine belief revision in its most general form. Consider the
earlier model in whose actual worldx, I believe that¬p, thoughp is in fact the case:
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p, x                        y, not p

Figure 4.

An announcement!p turns this into the one-world model{x} where I believe that
p, but there is no way back. Nothing canundo my belief in p, since thep-world
has disappeared. Thus, we need a new idea for scenarios wherebeliefs can change
back and forth. Indeed, often, the trigger for belief revision is ‘softer’ than a call for
world elimination, introducing just a greater ‘preference’ for p-worlds, without totally
abandoning the others. A typical example is the treatment ofconditional assertions
A ⇒ B asdefault rules(cf. [VEL 96]). Accepting a default rule does not say that all
A-worlds must now beB-worlds. It rather says that the ‘exceptional’A∧¬B-worlds
are to be considered less plausible, or less relevant. This ‘soft information’ does not
eliminate worlds, it ratherchanges the orderingof the existing worlds. For instance,
one of Veltman’s rules does the following - stated in our notation, and suppressing
agent indices which do not really matter for the idea:

(⇑) Lexicographic upgrade
⇑P is an instruction for replacing the current ordering relation≤ between
worlds by the following:all P -worlds become better than all¬P -worlds,
and within those two zones, the old ordering remains.

This is just the lexicographic policy for relational beliefrevision of [ROT 06]. This
move is like a social revolution where some underclassP now becomes the upper
class. The outcomes of policy⇑P are easy to picture - and lexicographic ordering is
indeed a key notion in many theories of preference along dimensions.

Policies and uptake scenarios Belief revision theory allows for different policies of
change, as agents may differ in the entrenchment of their oldbeliefs versus the new
ones. Another re-ordering of world plausibility is this. Macchiavellistically, one just
co-opts the leaders of the underclass, leaving the further social order unchanged:

(↑) Elite change
↑P replaces the current ordering relation≤ by the following: the best
P -worlds come on top, but apart from that, the old ordering remains.

One can think of revision policies as persistent habits of anagent over time. But
they can also be more local ‘types of response’ to particularinputs. Speech act theories
distinguish between incoming information per se (what is said) and the ‘uptake’, the
way in which the recipient reacts to them. In that sense, the ‘softness’ of our scenarios
for *P might be in the response, rather than in the signal itself.8

8. Diversity of policies is sometimes seen as a hallmark of the‘non-logicality’ - and messiness
- of belief revision. But legitimate diversity occurs even with inference and information update,
once we consider agents with bounded rationality: cf. [BEN 04], [LIU 06a].
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Many sorts of relation change were described in [BEN 93] as a topic for systematic
analysis, calling for a ‘dynamification’ of preference logic. [BEN 06d] present aDEL
treatment of general ‘upgrade’ mechanisms, showing how reduction axioms can be
read offautomaticallyunder mild assumptions on definability of the relation change.
Many such variants make sense for belief revision, witness the ‘27’ of [ROT 06]. The
same is true for defaults, commands ([YAM 06]), and other areas where plausibility
or preference can change. [LIU 06a] has a systematic discussion of this diversity,
showing how it also arises in other components of dynamic-epistemic logics, reflecting
agents’ powers of inference, introspection, and memory.

The next main point of this paper is how theDEL format applies to various sce-
narios of belief change under soft information. To show this, we will axiomatize the
dynamic logic of the two key operators⇑P and↑P . For convenience, we will assume
that all our orderings are total, leaving a generalization for later investigation.

4.2. Two complete dynamic logics of belief upgrade

We keep the same base language with conditional belief as before, and merely
show what the extra dynamic superstructure for belief revision will look like. Again,
in writing principles, we suppress agent subscripts, as this does not affect the key
ideas. But we do need one more harmless operator for convenience, viz.

anexistential modalityEϕ saying thatϕ holds in some world.

This common device expresses ‘consistency’ ofϕ as far as relevant to the current
model. In a combined epistemic-doxastic language, the roleof Eϕ would be played
most naturally by the existential epistemic modality〈i〉ϕ for the relevant agenti.

This time, we have the following operations of model change:

(a)M, s |= [⇑P ]ϕ iff M ⇑P, s |= ϕ
with M ⇑P the modelM with its order≤ changed as in(⇑) above;
(b) and completely analogously for a dynamic modality[↑P ]ϕ.

We think of these operations as functions without any preconditions. Our first new
result shows howDEL methods axiomatize this kind of belief revision completely:

THEOREM 14. — The dynamic logic of lexicographic upgrade is axiomatized by

(a) a complete axiom system for conditional belief on the static models, and

(b) the following reduction axioms:

[⇑P ]q ↔ q, for all atomic proposition lettersq

[⇑P ]¬ϕ↔ (¬[⇑P ]ϕ)

[⇑P ](ϕ ∧ ψ) ↔ ([⇑P ]ϕ ∧ [⇑P ]ψ)

[⇑P ]B(ϕ|ψ) ↔ ((E(P ∧ [⇑P ]ψ)∧B([⇑P ]ϕ | (P ∧ [⇑P ]ψ))∨B([⇑P ]ϕ | [⇑P ]ψ)))
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PROOF 15. — We only comment on the reduction axioms. Generally, thefirst three
look slightly simpler than those forPAL, because there is no precondition for⇑P
as there was for!P . The first axiom expresses the fact that upgrade does not change
truth values of atomic facts. The second says that the operation of model change is a
function. The third is a general feature of any modal-type change operator.

The fourth axiom is the locus where the information has to show about the specific
relation change that has been used. It looks forbidding, butit is really easy to grasp.
On the left-hand side, we see that after theP -upgrade, all bestψ-worlds satisfyϕ.
On the right-hand side, there is a case distinction. Case (1): there areP -worlds in
the original model that becomeψ after the upgrade. In this case, the lexicographic
reordering⇑P makes the best of these worlds inM the best ones over-all inM ⇑P
to satisfyψ. Now, in the original modelM - viewed from some currents - the
worlds of Case 1 are exactly those satisfying the formulaP ∧ [⇑P ]ψ. The formula
B([⇑P ]ϕ | (P ∧ [⇑P ]ψ)) then says that the best among these inM will indeed satisfy
ϕ after the upgrade. And these best worlds are the same as thosedescribed earlier,
as lexicographic reordering does not change the ordering ofworlds inside theP -area.
Case (2): noP -worlds in the original model becomeψ after upgrade.9 What matters
in this case is that the lexicographic reordering⇑P makes the best worlds satisfying
ψ after the upgrade just the same best worlds over-all as before that satisfied [⇑P ]ψ.
Thus, the formulaB([⇑P ]ϕ | [⇑P ]ψ) in the reduction axiom says that the best worlds
becomeϕ after upgrade.10 ■

Again, the axioms provide a reduction procedure for arbitrary dynamic formulas
into pure formulas of the base language - and hence the logic is decidable. More-
over, in an epistemic/doxastic version, it is easy to add a valid reduction axiom for a
knowledge operator, as a change in plausibility does not affect epistemic accessibility:

[⇑P ]Kiϕ↔ Ki[⇑P ]ϕ

Simplified versions For someone new to the recursive thinking ofDEL, it may be
instructive to look at some special cases. First, consider unconditional beliefsBiϕ. In
that case, the above reduction axiom simplifies to the following equivalence (setting
ψ equal to True):

[⇑P ]Bϕ↔ (EP ∧B([⇑P ]ϕ|P )) ∨B[⇑P ]ϕ

This looks much more like thePAL-style reduction axiom we had before. On the
other hand, it is important to realize that providing the above reduction axioms for
conditional beliefsis essential if we are to have the system closed under iteration.

Indeed, this is also a moral forAGM . Its basic postulates seem to concern acquir-
ing non-conditional absolute beliefs only, while an interaction-closed system should

9. We do not have to write this negation explicitly into the second disjunct of the reduction
axiom - as a simple matter of equivalent formulations in propositional logic.
10. An alternative derivation of the axiom is found in [BEN 06d], using preference logic.
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also have intuitive postulates concerning the acquisitionof conditional beliefs.11 In
any case, even with the unary standard format, some useful comparisons can be made:

REMARK 16. — Connections withAGM postulates
How to recognize standardAGM postulates in thisDEL setting? Well, they might
be derivable as theorems, insofar as expressible in this language. Consider Success:

[⇑P ]BP , provided thatP is consistent

StandardDEL wisdom is that this should fail, as the earlier ‘tricky’ epistemic
updates, or upgrades, invalidate this intuition. But for factual upgrade withP atomic,
Successshouldhold. Here is how, using our first reduction axiom, [⇑P ]P ↔ P :

[⇑P ]BP ↔ (EP ∧B([⇑P ]P |P ))∨B[⇑P ]P ↔ (EP ∧B(P |P ))∨BP
↔ EP ∨BP. ThusEP → [⇑P ]BP evaluates toTrue.

More generally, for all ‘factual’ statementsϕ without doxastic or epistemic oper-
ators, the difference between [⇑P ]ϕ andϕ disappears. Thus, for such factual state-
mentsϕ,ψ, the crucial fourth reduction axiom simplifies to:

[⇑P ]B(ϕ|ψ) ↔ (E(P ∧ ψ) ∧B(ϕ|(P ∧ ψ)) ∨B(ϕ|ψ)

This is the precise sense in which aRamsey Testas in conditional logic holds for
ourDEL-style logic of upgrade - but we will not pursue this matter here. 2

Theorem 14 is no accident. A similar analysis works for the other upgrade opera-
tion ↑P . This time, we leave it to the reader to verify the crucial reduction axiom.

THEOREM 17. — The dynamic logic of conservative upgrade is axiomatized com-
pletely by (a) a complete axiom system for conditional belief on the static models, and
(b) the following reduction axioms:

[↑P ]q ↔ q, for all atomic proposition lettersq

[↑P ]¬ϕ↔ (¬[↑P ]ϕ)

[↑P ](ϕ ∧ ψ) ↔ ([↑P ]ϕ ∧ [↑P ]ψ)

[↑P ]B(ϕ|ψ) ↔ ((B(¬[↑P ]ψ)|P )∧B([↑P ]ϕ | [↑P ]ψ))∨B([↑P ]ϕ | (P ∧ [↑P ]ψ)))

4.3. Discussion

We now discuss a few repercussions of our logical stance on belief revision.

Modular architecture Our two theorems show that it is quite easy to provide com-
plete dynamic logics of relation upgrade, and hence of concrete belief revision poli-
cies, in the compositional format ofDEL. Moreover, results are not ad-hoc but sys-
tematic.DEL-style logics of belief revision have a modular architecture with

11. But one might say that theAGM -postulate for conjunctions does have an iteration flavor.
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(a) a base logic for a static language of the right expressivepower, perhaps
‘engineered’ for the purpose of reduction, (b) general reduction axioms
reflecting how the operation is supposed to work: a (partial)function,
perhaps even a relation,(c) a special reduction axiom for beliefs after up-
grade, which encodes the particular upgrade mechanism being used.

Thus, the freedom in choosing ‘policies’ for belief revision is made visible in the
key axiom for belief change. Perhaps this is still too implicit, and one might wish for
some locus in the formal language where one can explicitly insert an agent-dependent
‘policy’. While this seems feasible,AGM andDEL as they stand offer no such
systematic facility (cf. [BEN 04], [LIU 06a] for some proposals). [BEN 06d] also
give a general method for deriving reduction axioms like theabove from relation-
changing definitions, providing the latter are given in somePDL-style format. This
seems applicable to many proposals in the literature on belief revision.12

Static pre-encoding again Our compositional reduction says that any statement about
effects of later information updates or belief revisions isalready ‘encoded’ in the initial
model, before any actions has taken place. We phrased this before as: ‘the epistemic
present contains the epistemic future’. Well-understood,this is much like phenomena
in classical logic. E.g., world elimination for!P passes to a definable submodel of
some modelM. But any modelM already encodes all formulaϕ true in itsdefinable
submodelsM|A, by means of syntactically relativized formulas(ϕ)P , as

M |= (ϕ)P iff M|P |= ϕ

Likewise, relation changes like⇑P can be pre-computed by a syntactictranslation
substituting new relation expressions for old ones. Thus, one who merely knows the
‘plain’ consequences of some formula, implicitly also knows a lot about what it entails
in other models (cf. [BAR 99]).

Iteration once more Finally, consider the earlier issue of iteration. InPAL, succes-
sive announcements of hard facts could be compressed into one, using the law

[!A][!B]ϕ↔ [!(A ∧ [A!]B)]ϕ

Is there a similar ‘compression law’ for relation change andbelief revision? We
do not have a general answer, but here is a partial one. Let thepropositionsA,B be
factual. Then the above axiom for information update reduces to the following:

[!A][!B]ϕ↔ [!(A ∧B)]ϕ

Something similar occurs with beliefs following revision steps. E.g., for the above
mechanism of minimal reordering, the following can happen.If we first apply↑A,
then the bestA-worlds come on top, leaving the remaining world order the same.
Then applying↑B leads to two cases. If there areA ∧ B-worlds, the new topmost

12. Hannes Leitgeb has suggested that the methodology of this paper may place some con-
straints on upgrade policies that change agents’ plausibility orderings. But reduction axioms
also depend on language design. More policies are definable in a richermodal preference lan-
guagefor comparative models: cf. Section 3.1.2.
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worlds are the bestA∧B-worlds from the old situation. If there are noA∧B-worlds,
the new topmost worlds are the bestB-worlds from the old situation, which are also
A. Thus, the following two principles hold for successive factual belief change:

[↑A][↑B]Biϕ→ [↑(A ∧B)]Biϕ,
E(A ∧B) ∧ [↑(A ∧B)]Biϕ→ [↑A][↑B]Biϕ.

As long as the two incoming beliefs are consistent with each other, getting the
triggers successively or as a conjunction has no effect on current beliefs. But even so,
two successive steps↑A, ↑B rearrange the total ordering in a different way from one
step↑(A ∧B), once we look at the level next to the top. In general, there may not be
any iteration law compressing the total effect of two revision steps to just one with the
same consequences for conditional belief. And, whyshouldthere be?

Many agents and common beliefsStandard belief revision policies have no ‘social’
scenario: they describe what a single agent does when confronted with surprising
facts. But there is a natural generalization to a more interactive setting, where an
agent is confronted with information from other sources, which need to be integrated
into one new plausibility ordering. In that case, we must analyze belief merge(cf.
[MAY 98]), and perhaps more general forms of ‘judgment aggregation’ ([LIS 04]).
And there is an issue what would be plausible ‘AGM postulates’ for this interactive
setting. Construed either way, it is important how agents achievecommon beliefsafter
upgrade. This call for a generalization of our Theorems 5 and6 to include common
belief in groups after plausibility upgrade (cf. [BEN 05b] for the case of common
knowledge after update), something which we leave as an openproblem here.

5. Belief revision postulates as modal frame correspondences

Now, what about the more standardpostulationalapproach to belief revision? The
latter modus operandi advocates no specific mechanism for relation change, but the
postulates of [GAR 87] rather constrain the whole family of options. A corresponding
modal style way of thinking exists, viz. that of Segerberg’sdynamic doxastic logic
DDL (cf., e.g., [SEG 98]). This system provides an abstract modal framework where
one merely assumes thatsomerelation change takes place on the current model: either
functional, or even non-deterministic relational. The main operator will look like this:

M, s |= [∗A]ϕ iff M∗ [[A]], s |= ϕ where[[A]] is the set of worlds inM
satisfyingA, andM∗ [[A]] is some changed version of the modelM.

CurrentDDL uses models that resemble Lewis sphere systems for conditional
logic, or generalized versions,13 andM ∗ [[A]] is then specified by the new comparative
relation, leavingM’s set of worlds the same. We refer to the cited literature fordetails.
Clearly, the axioms of the minimal modal logicK will be valid on any such models

13. Sometimes, for greater generality,DDL uses modal neighborhood semantics generalizing
world-to-world accessibilities to world-to-set relationsRsX.
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for belief change, just by the nature of the above format. On top of that, additional
postulates will constrain the relation changes that correspond to ‘bona fide’ belief
revision policies. And in the limit, a particular set of axioms might even determine
one particular revision policy.

The final main contribution of this paper places belief revision theory once more on
standard modal ground. The analysis of general postulates can be done systematically
by a standard modal technique, viz.frame correspondences. How this works can be
demonstrated quite simply on the static models of this paper.14

Take a functional framework of arbitrary relation changingoperations♠A over
simple models consisting of worlds and ternary comparison relation≤s xy:

♠A takes any modelM and a set of worldsA in it, and yields a new modelM♠A
with the same set of worlds but some possibly changed relation≤s.

We now analyze someAGM -type general assertions in a correspondence for-
mat.15 It then quickly becomes clear what constraints they expresson relation change.
For a start, ‘Success’ says something weak, true for both theearlier⇑P and↑P :

FACT 18. — The formula[♠p]Bp says that the best worlds inM♠p are all inp.

This trivial observation needs no proof. But actually, it seems as if we could safely
demand something much stronger on relation change for belief revision, viz. that

The best worlds inM♠p are precisely the bestp-worlds inM UC

This, too, can be expressed. But then, we need the following stronger Ramsey-
style dynamic formula, involving two different proposition lettersp andq:

FACT 19. — The formulaB(q|p) ↔ [♠p]Bq expressesUC.

But actually, this preoccupation with the Upper Classes still fails to constrain the
total relation change. For that, we really need to look at the social order in all classes
after the Revolution, i.e., atconditional beliefsfollowing relation upgrade.

As a deeper illustration, we consider the crucial reductionaxiom for ⇑P , now
stated using proposition letters instead of schematic variables for arbitrary formulas.
As these refer to bare sets, we suppress the earlier dynamic modalities [⇑P ]ψ which

14. DDL also has more baroque ‘vegetablian’ model structures with onions and broccoli, but
[GIR 05] shows that ‘onion models’ are in one-to-one correspondence with Lewis-style models
for conditional logic, and ‘broccoli models’ with Burgess-Veltman partial-order models.
15. A technical point: Standard modal frame correspondences come in the following format:

The modal K4-axiom�p → ��p is true at worlds in a frameF = (W,R) iff
the relationR is transitive ats: i.e.,F , s |= ∀y(Rxy → ∀z(Ryz → Rxz)).

‘Frame truth’ means the formula is true under all valuationson frame F for its proposition letters.
Thus, it does not matter whether we use the formula�p ↔ ��p or the schema�ϕ ↔ ��ϕ.
Not so forPAL and relatedDEL systems, given the earlier difference between plain validity
and schematic validity. In what follows we use proposition letters, and we mean it...
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kept track of possible ‘transfer effects’. The following argument shows that it deter-
mines lexicographic reordering of models completely: a show-case for our correspon-
dence take on the postulational approach to belief revision:

THEOREM 20. — The formula[♠p]B(q|r) ↔ (E(p ∧ r) ∧B(q | p ∧ r)) ∨B(q|r))
holds in a frame iff the operation interpreting♠p is lexicographic upgrade.

PROOF 21. — Suppose that≤s xy in M♠p. We first show that≤s is the relation
produced by lexicographic upgrade. Letr be the set{x, y} andq = {x}. Then the
left-hand side of our formula is true. Now we have two optionson the right-hand side.
Case 1: one ofx, y is in p, and hencep ∧ r = {x, y} (1.1) or{y} (1.2) or{x} (1.3).
Moreover,B(q|p ∧ r) holds inM at s. In case (1.1), we have≤s xy in M. In case
(1.2), we must havey = x, and again≤s xy in M. Case (1.3) can only occur when
x ∈ p and noty ∈ p. Thus, all new relational pairs inM♠p satisfy the description
of the lexicographic reordering.Case 2is when none ofx, y are inp, and it can be
analyzed analogously, using the truth of the disjunctB(q|r).

Conversely, we must show that all pairs which satisfy the description of lexico-
graphic upgrade do make it into the new order. Here is one example; the other case is
similar. Suppose thatx ∈ p while y /∈ p. Thenp ∧ r = {x}. Next, setr = {x, y}
andq = {x}. Then we haveB(q|r) for trivial reasons. The left-hand side formula
[♠p]B(q|r) is then also true, since our axiom is supposed to hold for any interpreta-
tion of the proposition lettersq, r - and it tells us that, in the modelM♠p, the best
worlds in{x, y} are in{x}: i.e.,≤s xy. ■

In this setting, theAGM -postulates are plain modal principles. Some were dis-
cussed briefly in Section 4.2. The remaining, most complex ones, mixtwo operations
that change models:update!P andupgrade♠P , leading to formulas

(a) [♠(p ∧ q)]Br → [!q][♠p]Br

(b) [♠p]Eq ∧ [!q][♠p]Br → [♠(p ∧ q)]Br

These, too, can be analyzed in correspondence style, constraining two model-changing
operations at the same time. We leave details as an exercise.Instead, we show how an
postulationalAGM -style analysis also enriches our view of information update.

Here is a sort of converse to Theorem 1 in Section 2 onpublic announcements
!P , which seems to be new in the literature. First, for the sake of uniformity, instead
of eliminating worlds, redescribe this operation as changing the epistemic accessibil-
ity relations, bycutting all links between P-worlds and¬P-worlds. Thus, we are in
the same format as before, and again, the earlier crucial reduction axiom for public
announcement turns out to capture this operation completely:

THEOREM 22. — Eliminative update is determined completely by the formula

[♠p]Kq ↔ (p→ K[♠p]q)
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PROOF 23. — From left to right, the formula implies the following. Takeq equal to
the set of worlds which are∼-accessible from the currents inside the setp. Assume
also thats is in p. Then the right-hand side says that all worlds still∼-accessible
from s after the operation♠p are in q: i.e., they were accessible before, and they
were members ofp. Thus, the relation change leaves only already existing links from
p-worlds top-worlds. By a similar argument in the converse direction, wesee that
indeed, all such links are preserved into the new model afterthe operation♠p. This is
precisely the link-cutting version of epistemic update described before. ■

Evidently, there is room for a general correspondence theory in modal languages
that include model changing modalities - but this is far beyond what we need here.

6. Extensions: richer triggers, further policies, temporal perspective

6.1. Other triggers for belief revision

The term ‘trigger’ has been used a lot, but not much has been said about them. In
generalDEL-style update logics, triggers for information change can be much more
complex than just public announcements. In particular,event modelsA = (E, {∼i|
i ∈ G}, PRE(e) | e ∈ E) model relevant events, and epistemic relations∼i encode
what agents cannot distinguish. The preconditionsPRE(e) describe just when an
evente can take place. We also put an ‘actual event’e to get (A, e). This format
describes scenarios where not all agents have the same observational access to what is
happening, as in conversations, games, emails with privatebcc actions, or indeed, any
sophisticated human activity. This calls for a more complexnotion ofproduct update,
turning the current epistemic model(M, s) into a

product model(M×A, (s, e)) with domain{(s, e) | s a world inM, e an
event inA, (M, s) |= PRE(e)}, and new accessibility relation:(s, e) ∼i

(t, f) iff both s ∼i t ande ∼i f .

The valuation for atomsp at(s, e) is that ats in M - though this can be generalized
to deal with genuine world change. A product modelM× A can be larger thanM
itself, recording information of different agents about the facts and what the others
know in complex scenarios of conversation and observation such as card games. This
is the real arena whereDEL lives today. The full language has the following syntax:

p | ϕ | ϕ ∨ ψ | Kiϕ | CGϕ | [A, e]ϕ: (A, e) any event model with actual evente.

Semantically,M, s |= [A, e]ϕ iff M × A, (s, e) |= ϕ. [BAL 98] show that the
resulting logicLEA is effectively axiomatizable and decidable. Here is a typical valid
reduction axiom for knowledge of agents:

[A, e]Kiϕ↔ (PRE(e) →
∧

f∼ie
Ki[A, f ]ϕ)

Cf. [BEN 06a], [DIT 06], [BEN 05b] for further dynamic-epistemic logics work-
ing in the same compositional style as above.
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Richer scenarios This is also a natural continuation of our present analysis of belief
revision. Event models provide much richer triggers for information update and be-
lief revision. These include cases where agents have possibly mistaken beliefs about
which event they are witnessing. (I think I see you draw a red card, but it was an or-
ange one.) Indeed, our beliefs are seldom changed by simple actions like the above!P
or ⇑P . They change in complex conversations, games, and other real-life phenomena
studied inDEL with product update. What is good for the one, is good for the other.
Also, product update is easy to generalize to scenarios where real changeoccurs to
the world ([BEN 05b]). The compositional methodology of ourupdate logics extends
automatically to deal with ‘update’ in the non-AGM Katsuno-Mendelzon sense of
information about real changes that have taken place.

Even though no specific theorem is formulated here, our claimis that

ThePAL analysis in Section 4 extends straightforwardly to a complete
DEL-style dynamic logic for product update performing both informa-
tion update and belief revision on epistemic-doxastic event models.

For a recent system of this sort, developed independently from this paper, cf.
[BAL 06b] and [BAL 06a].

A complication Still, there are also difficulties with product update for complex trig-
gers. What if signalsdisagree? Say, I believe thatp is the case, but now observe
a signal suggesting thatp holds, with equal strength in the opposite direction. How
should Imergemy earlier view and the new input into one coherent picture? [AUC 03]
uses Spohn-style ‘graded models’ for this purpose, with numerical computations on
plausibility strength of worlds. [BEN 05a]and [LIU 06b] propose mechanisms of re-
lation change via ‘utility upgrade’. While these systems can be made to work in the
DEL-spirit, they do raise issues about whether belief revisionshould not eventually
be construed in terms ofstrengthsof beliefs, rather than just beliefs themselves.

6.2. Temporal perspective

DEL andAGM are in the same boat with respect to many further issues. E.g.,
it has often been observed that many informational processes involve both thetempo-
ral past, i.e., the history of what has happened so far, and thetemporal future. E.g.,
our beliefs about an agent may also depend on hypotheses about its long-term fu-
ture behavior. This brings us to the realm ofepistemic temporal logics, which occur
both in the philosophical literature ([BEL 01]) and the computational one ([FAG 95],
[PAR 03]). I skip this angle here, since it seems to pose similar issues in both set-
tings. But what is true is that temporal logics offer a much richer canvas on which to
study phenomena of information update, learning, and belief revision (cf. [KEL 96]).
[BEN 06f] is a survey of the area including a comparison withDEL.

‘Backward’ versus ‘forward’ in update In comparing all these logics, the following
contrast plays a role. Some logics in the temporal traditionare ‘forward-looking’.
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Unlike DEL, they derive future states not from informational events transforming
about the current setting, but from commands of theSTIT -type: ‘see to it thatϕ
comes about’. In this style of analysis, one does not have to tell the agenthow to do
this. To some extent,AGM is more like this, as no concrete instruction for change
is provided, and one just assumes that the command ‘join the Believers inϕ’ can be
obeyed in some manner.DEL on the other hand, tends to think of such forward
instructions as ‘wishful thinking’, and rather analyzes concrete given event scenarios
for the changes which they turn out to produce.

The forward style of thinking sits better, perhaps, with the‘Grand Stage’ idea
of some temporal universe already containing all historiesthat are possible lines of
investigation. An update!P is then an instruction to make aminimal move to some
already available future statewhere one knows thatP . And the same holds for belief
revision.16 In a setting like that, no definable explicit construction takes place for ‘the
next model’ as happens inDEL - and it is the externally supplied temporalmodel
which decides which next stage is reachable by some minimal move of coming to
know or believe some propositionϕ. By contrast,DEL may be viewed as a sort of
‘mini process algebra’ of successive model construction.

7. Conclusion

The main point of this paper is just to show that ‘it can be done’: (a) dealing with
concrete mechanisms forAGM belief change within theDEL paradigm, and then
describing their properties completely; and conversely, (b) analyzing abstract revision
postulates in a standard modal correspondence style. The result is one merged theory
of information and belief revision, which uses standard modal techniques, the ‘lingua
franca’ of our field. Moreover, we can now freely transfer issues and results between
the two research areas - provided that we see through superficial differences in ‘life-
styles’ and idiosyncratic discussion topics, such as Ramsey Tests inAGM , or modal
bisimulation folklore inDEL.

Finally, this proposal has not dropped out of the blue. Related work includes, in
particular, dynamic doxastic logic ([SEG 95], [SEG 99], [LIN 05]) and dynamic log-
ics of preferences ([BEN 06d]), but also relevant are conditional logic, non-monotonic
logic, preference logic, database update ([FAG 86]),STIT logic, and epistemic tem-
poral logic - witness the references throughout our text.

16. Interestingly, the first modal analysis ofAGM that I know of, in [BEN 89] (a Logic Col-
loquium lecture from 1987 reacting to Gärdenfors’ earlier work) works with three modalities
[+A], [−A] and [∗A], for update, contraction and revision, respectively, over a temporal uni-
verse of successive ‘information stages’ ordered by inclusion.
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